
Friday is the 
end of the 
Quarter! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugKXGA9Dw9U


Soviet Union 1922 - 1991 

 



Short form 

0 Worksheet- Complete it!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdxG-fLv0vI


Ukraine 

0 Becomes part of the Soviet Union 
by 1921. 

0 Breaks away in 1991 when the 
Soviet Union dissolves. 

0 Known as the 
______________________________due to its 
fertile farmland.  



Long Term Issues 

0 Ukraine is the biggest nation separating the EU 
and Russia. 

0 Often seen as a pawn between Russia and the 
West. 

0 ______________________________________________________________
runs through the Ukraine. 

0 _____________________stationed in  

__________________ 

0 2010 agreement permitted the  

    fleet to stay until 2042.   



 



Ukrainian Crisis 
0 Started out as a  

 

0 A contentious election in 2010 saw pro-Russia 
candidate and former Prime Minister 
_________________________ win with narrow margins over 
Prime Minister ________________________________ 

0 Yanukovych won with strong support in the Eastern 
regions, with most regions in the West favoring 
Tymoshenko. 

 



Ukrainian Revolution 

0 November 2013 – the President 
refuses to sign a trade pact with 
the EU. 
0 Had been promising for a year to sign 

it. 

0 Would have created closer ties 
with the EU and generated 
economic growth. 

0 Asks Russia for a $20 Billion loan. 

0 Russia threatened to charge higher 
prices for gas is the Ukraine signed 
the trade deal with the EU. 

0 Pro-EU Ukrainians began 
protesting, eventually forcing 
Yanukovych from office. 
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Russia Invades Crimea? 

0 February 27th, 2014, unidentified pro-Russian 
troops seize control. 
0 Russia’s only year-round link to the Mediterranean Sea. 

0 Has controlled a port in Crimea for 230 years. 

0 Russia claims ethnic Russians were being mistreated. 
0 There is no evidence of this. 

0 March 16th, 2014 – Crimea to vote on whether to 
join Russia or stay with the Ukraine. 

0 Ukrainian Prime Minister declares the invasion an 
act of war. 



Legal Issues 
0 Russia has clearly recognized Ukraine and its 

present borders. This was confirmed in: 

0 The Alma Ata Declaration of December 1991, which 
consigned the Soviet Union to history,  

0 The Budapest memorandum of 1994, offering security 
guarantees to Ukraine in exchange for removing nuclear 
weapons from its territory 

0 The 1997 agreement on the stationing of the Black Sea 
fleet in Crimean ports. 

0 International Law says you cannot forcibly rescue 
foreigners declared nationals. 

0 Russia says it was “invited in” 



https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=0QL1KOPKTwc 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QL1KOPKTwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QL1KOPKTwc


What “should” US have done?  

0 POLL! 



Response 

 



0 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQbS0FgJbWk 

 

0 Sanctions 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-lA2VujvP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-lA2VujvP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-lA2VujvP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-lA2VujvP8


 



Before Crisis 

 



After Crisis  

 



Putin!   

 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/putins-way/

